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Surah 6 Surah An'aam

LIVESTOCK

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH AN'AAM AND SURAH MAA'IDAH

The link in name: “Allaah will continue to bless you with a table (Maa'idah) laden with His

bounties on condition that you do not make offerings of animals (An'aam) and food to others and

as long as you do not subscribe to those things that others besides Allaah have forbidden.”

The link in content: Surah An'aam is linked to Surah Maa'idah because it also refutes the

beliefs and actions of the Mushrikeen in some detail. Whereas Surah Maa'idah at first refutes the

actions of the Mushrikeen, Surah An'aam discusses this only after refuting Shirk in “tasarruf”.

(This type of Shirk occurs when a person believes that a saint or another being besides Allaah

possesses the ability to cause benefit or harm by some hidden means, without any agency)

.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah An'aam discusses detailed arguments against Shirk, presenting a gist of the

argument afterwards.

From the beginning of the Surah up to verse 73, sixteen of the arguments against Shirk are

mentioned. The arguments clearly establish that only Allaah can be relied on for assistance and

that only He is in control of all things. With these arguments, the Surah makes it clear that all

sacrificial offerings to beings besides Allaah are Haraam, be they by way of animals, foods grains,

etc.

Surah An'aam makes mention of the strongest proofs that the Mushrikeen used to substantiate

their beliefs. This is mentioned so that it becomes known that even their strongest argument is

weak and unintelligible.

Among these arguments are various incidents of Ibraheem and another seventeen

Ambiyaa. All these Ambiyaa opposed Shirk, propagated Towheed and supplicated only to

Allaah, knowing that only He can be of assistance.

Besides these arguments, the Surah also discusses three additional subjects. These are:

(1) Replies to seven doubts of the Mushrikeen. While some of these doubts have been

mentioned in this Surah, others appear in other Surahs.

(2) Surah An'aam teaches seven methods of presenting the message ofTowheed to people,

thus negating Shirk. These are mentioned from verse 14 up to verse 58. All these methods of

presentation also serve as proofs against Shirk, proving that only Allaah can be summoned in

times of need and that only He possesses knowledge of the unseen

.

(3 ) Seven reasons why the Mushrikeen refuse to accept the truth.These are mentioned from

verse 53 up to verse 129. Each of these begin with the word “kadhaalik” (“Thus” or “In this

manner”).

The Surah also mentions various aspects like disobedience to parents, murder, infanticide,

usurping the wealth of orphans, cheating in weights and measures, and many other vices and

sins. This discussion terminates at verse 153 with the words, “These are the things which

Allaah has commanded you so that you may adopt Taqwa.”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1 . All praise belongs to Allaah Who created the heavens and the earth and Who made
multitudes (manyforms) of darkness (evil) and a light (guidance). Then too the Kuffaar make
equals with (ascribepartnersto) their Rabb (by committing Shirk) .

2 . He is the One Who created you (your father Aadam ) from clay and then fixed a

term (after which you will die). The term (when you will be resurrected) is fixed with Him (in His

knowledge), then too you (Kuffaar) doubt (resurrection, little realising that the Being Who can create you from

sand can certainly resurrect you again) !

3. He is Allaah (Who is The Only One deserving to be worshipped) in the heavens and in the earth.

He knows your secrets and what you make known and He knows what you earn

(whatever actions you do, so act in accordance with the Shari'ah) .

4. When any Aayah (verse or miracle) from the Aayaat (verses and miracles) of their Rabb comes
to them (the Kuffaar) ,

they turn away from it (refusing to believe it) .

5. Indeed they (likeAadandThamud) have denied the truth when it came to them. Soon the

news (the dreadful consequences) of what they mocked shall come to them (and they will regret what

they did).
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6. Have they (the Kuffaar like the Aad and Thamud) not seen (as they passed the ruins of past nations on their

journeys) how many nations We have destroyed before them, whom We had established

on earth as We have not established you We had given them more might and resources than We have

given you)? (Although) We sent to them abundant rains and made rivers flow beneath them
(because of which they were very prosperous) , We then destroyed them (the offenders) because of their

sins and created other nations after them.

7. If We reveal to you (0 Muhammad ) a Book (divine scripture) on paper that they (people)

can touch with their hands (as the Kuffaar request to see), the Kuffaar will (reject it and) say, “This

is nothing less than obvious magic.”

8. They (the Kuffaar also) say, “Why is an angel not sent to him (toMuhammad™^ to verify that he is

a prophet) ?” IfWe were to send an angel (as they request and ifthey still refuse to accept that he is a Prophet) ,

the matter (oftheirpunishment) will be decided and then they (will be destroyed immediately and they)

will not be granted respite (to repent).

9. If We were to make him (the Prophet) an angel (as the Kuffaar request when they say that the Prophets

are nothing more than human beings like themselves and should rather have been angels). We would surely

make him (the angel in the form of) a man (because humans cannot see an angel in his true form) and then

cast the same doubt on them in which they find themselves (they would then again say that the

Prophet is merely a human being like themselves) .

10. (O Muhammad fSS ) Indeed Rusul before you were also mocked, then those who
mocked were surrounded by (the punishmentfor) that which they used to mock.

11. Say, “Travel on the earth and (by seeing the ruins of previous nations,) see what was the

outcome (the ruins) of those who rejected (the message of their Prophets. In this manner you will learn from

their experiences and will not repeat their mistakes) .
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12. Say, “To whom belongs everything in the heavens and earth?” Say (in reply), “To

Allaah!” He has made mercy (towards His creation) incumbent (binding, compulsory) upon

Himself (because of which He does not punish people immediately). He will certainly gather you all on

the Day of Qiyaamah about which there is no doubt. Those who have cast (put) their

souls to destruction (those who are destined to be destroyed) will not accept Imaan.

13. To Him belongs whatever lies still (rests) during the night and day (Allaah is the Creator

and Master of everything) . He is the All Hearing (hears everything in the noise of the day and in the silence ofthe

night), All Knowing (knowsandattendstotheneedsofall).

14. Say, “Should I take as a helper anyone else besides Allaah Who has created the

heavens and the earth and Who feeds (all His creation) without Himself being fed (all need

Him while He needs none) ?” Say (0 Rasulullaah ) , “Verily I have been commanded to be the

first Muslim (to be the first to submittoAllaah's obedience) and not to be of the Mushrikeen.”

15. Say (0 Rasulullaah SSciS!? ), “If I disobey My Rabb (by worshipping others), I (also) fear the

punishment of a tremendous day (theDay ofQiyaamah because no one is above the divine law) .”

16. Allaah is indeed merciful to the one from whom punishment is averted (turned

away). This (being savedfrom punishment) is clear (agreat) success.

6)5

17. If Allaah afflicts (punishes) you with harm, there shall be none (not even a Prophet or saint)

to remove it except Him. (On the other hand,) If He grants you good, then He has power

over all things (and none can take the good awayfrom you).

18. He is Mighty (has complete control) over His bondmen and He is the Wise, the

Informed.
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19. Say (0 Rasululhah sSSi ), “What thing offers the greatest testimony (to the truth of

Rasulullaah^^f and Islaam) ?” Say, “Allaah (offers the greatest testimony) ! He is the Witness between

myself and yourselves. This Qur'aan has been revealed to me so that 1 may warn you

with it as well as (to warn) those whom it reaches (after you). Do you (Mushrikeen) really bear

witness that there are other gods with Allaah?” Say (to them O Rasutullaah &&), “I bear no

such witness.” Say, “He (Allaah) is but One Uaah and I am certainly (totally) innocent of

that (the idols) which you associate with Him (I openly express my aversion to all types ofShirk) .

”

20. Those who have been given the Book (the Jews and Christians) recognise him
(Rasulullaah^M ) like they recognise their own children (because of his description in their scriptures).

Those who (because of their malice, pride, love for wealth, love for power, hide the truth) have cast their

souls to destruction (they are destined to be destroyed) because they will not accept Imaan.

21.

Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies against Allaah (by saying that Allaah

has partners) and rejects His Aayaat? Surely, the unjust ones (the Kuffaar and Mushrikeen) shall

never succeed.

22.

(Do not forget) The day when We shall gather them all together and then ask those

who committed Shirk (who ascribed partners to Allaah), “Where are the partners (idols, heroes)

that you claimed (were equal to Allaah)?”

©,

23.

Their only ploy (excuse to evade punishment) then will be to swear, “By Allaah our Rabb,

we never committed Shirk!”

24.

See how they lie against themselves! That which they fabricated (theirgods and heroes)

shall be lost to them (intheAakhirahand unable to help them in the least).
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25. Among them (theKuffaar) are those who listen attentively to you (O Muhammad when

you recite the Qur'aan). (However) We have placed a veil on their hearts lest they should

understand, and in their ears is a deafness (so that they do not hear with the intention of accepting).

Even if they see every Aayah, they will not believe in it; to the point that the Kuffaar

will (actually) come to debate (dispute) with you saying, “This (Qur'aan) is merely fables (false

stories) of the old (ancient) people.
”

26. They forbid (others) from it (from the Qur'aan and from following Rasulullaah ) and they

themselves avoid it. They destroy only themselves (by doing this because they will suffer the

punishmentfor it) , but they take no notice of it (they do not understand their loss) .

27. If only you could see (the time) when they will be made to stand over the Fire (of

Jahannam) and they will say, “O dear! If only we could be returned (to the world), we would

not reject the Aayaat of our Rabb and we would be from among the Mu'mineen!”

28. In fact, that (knowledge of punishment for the Kuffaar) which they used to hide (from others)

would become clear to them (on the Day of Qiyaamah). If they were to be sent back (to the

world), they would (again) return to what had been prohibited to them (they would commit Shirk

again) and they truly are liars (because they will not fulfil their promise to be Mu'mineen if ever they were

returned to the world) .

29. They (theKuffaar) say, “This is merely our worldly life (to enjoy, so eat, drink and be merry) and

we will not be raised (resurrected on theDay ofQiyaamah).”

t
1
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30. If only you could see (the time) when they will be made to stand (by force) before their

Rabb. He will say, “Is this (resurrection) not the truth?” (Expecting mercy,) They will reply,

“Indeed, by our Rabb!” He will tell them, “Taste the punishment because you

committed kufr (in the world) .

”

31. Undoubtedly those people are losers (ruined) who deny meeting with Allaah until,

when the Hour (Qiyaamah) suddenly comes and they cry out, “O dear! How much do we
regret our negligence (towards Allaah's commands) in the world!” They will bear the burden

(responsibility) of their sins on their backs. Alas! Evil indeed is that which they bear

(because it will be the cause ofterriblepunishmentfor them) .

32. The life of the world (besides those things done to please Allaah) is but play (pastime) and sport

and most certainly the home of the Aakhirah is best for those with Taqwa (those who

realise that the Aakhirah is their true home) . Do you not understand?

33. 10 Muhammad SSS® ) We know well that their talks (the rejection of the Kuffaar) grieve you.

Indeed they do not reject you (they do not regard you as a liar because they know that you are not one), but

these oppressors deny the Aayaat of Allaah.

34. Without doubt, many Rusul before you were rejected (by their nations) but they bore

the rejection with patience and they were harassed until Our assistance (unseen aid)

reached them (Therefore, you should exercise patience until Our assistance reaches you) . There is none to

alter the words (decrees and promises) of Allaah. Some narratives of the Ambiyaa have

certainly come to you (by which you may be encouraged and by which your heart may beput at ease).
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35. (0 Muhammad iSP ) If their turning away (from Islaam) is difficult for you (because of your

concern for them) then, if you are able to do so, search for a tunnel (shaft) into the earth or a

ladder to the sky and bring forth a miracle for them (since you cannot do this, you will have to

exercise patience until Allaah deals with them). If Allaah willed, He would have gathered them all

upon guidance (but, He did not desire to do so) . So do not be of the uninformed ones (and do not

worry about them) .

36. Only those who listen (to you with the intention of believing) will accept (your call to Imaan. Do not

expect everyone to accept Imaan). As for the dead (those who do not listen with the intention of accepting),

Allaah shall raise them (after their deaths) and then they will be returned to Him (to accountfor

their deeds) .

37. They (theKuffaar) say, “Why does a sign (miracle) not come to him (Rasulullaah WMs ) from

his Rabb?” Say, “Verily Allaah is able to send a sign (at any time), but most of them do

not know (that seeing a miracle is not always good because they will be almost immediately destroyed if they refuse to

believe the miracle) .

”
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38. Every creature on the earth and every bird flying with its two wings are nations

(communities) like yourselves (because Allaah has also predestined their sustenance and their experiences) . We
have not omitted (to record) anything in the Book (theLowhulMahfoodh). Then (after passing their

lives in this world) they (all creatures, birds, etc) shall be gathered to their Rabb (on the Day of Qiyaamah

when even oppressive animals will be made to payfor their oppression) .

39. Those who deny Our Aayaat are deaf and dumb (unable to hear and see the truth and lost) in a

multitude of darkness. Allaah sends astray whom He wills and He shall place whom
He wills on the straight path (Islaam).

40. Say (to the Mushrikeen), “Tell me, if Aliaah's punishment has to strike you or if the

Hour (Qiyaamah) has to dawn upon you, will you then call any (god to assist you) besides

Allaah if you are truthful?” (If you are truthful, will you admit that you can call on none but Allaah to assist

you?)
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41. No, you will call only for Him (Allaah) and, if He wills, He will remove the calamity

(misfortune) for which you call Him, after which you will forget those (idols and gods) whom
you ascribe as partners (to Him).

42. Indeed We have sent (Ambiyaa) to the nations (communities) before you, then (when the

people rejected the Ambiyaa and their message) We afflicted them with hardships (misery) and

difficulties (pain) SO that they may humble themselves (and accept the message ofthe prophets) .

43. Why was it then that they did not show humility when Our punishment afflicted

them? Instead, their hearts hardened (unable to submit to Imaan) and Shaytaan beautified

(made most tempting) their (evil) actions for them (causing them to commit more sins).

44. When they forgot the advice given to them, We opened to them the doors to all

(good) things. When the time came that they rejoiced over what was given to them, We
suddenly gripped hold of them (punished them), leaving them despondent (having no hope of

ever recovering the bounties they lost) .

45. Thus the roots of the oppressive (wrongdoing) people were cut (none survived). All praise

is for Allaah, the Rabb of the universe (Who assisted His Ambiyaa and those who followed them to

remove the tyrants and oppressors) .

46. Say, “Tell me, if Allaah snatches away your hearing and your sight and seals your

hearts, which Ilaah besides Allaah can restore them to you?” See how We explain to

them the Aayaat (provingthatAllaah is the One and Only Ilaah), still they turn away (refusingtosubmit).
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47. Say, “Tell me, if Allaah's punishment afflicts you suddenly or openly (when you are

expecting it), will anyone besides the wrongdoers (unjust and transgressing) be destroyed (it will

certainly be only the wrong-doers who will suffer)
?”

48. We have sent the Ambiyaa only as carriers (bearers) of good news (that the Mu'mineen will

be successful) and as Warners (to warn people about the punishment in store for the Kuffaar). So whoever

has Imaan and reforms (their beliefs and behaviour), no fear shall overcome them (on the Day of

Qiyaamah), nor shall they grieve (be sorrowful about theirpast).

49. As for those who reject Our Aayaat, punishment shall afflict them because they

sin (disobeyed).

50. (0 Muhammad tOUSOr!) Say (to the people), “l do not say to you that I possess the treasures of

Allaah (from which I can give you whatever you want), nor do I have knowledge of the unseen

(because only Allaah has this knowledge) , nor have 1 told you that I am an angel (because all the Ambiyaa

are humans). I follow only what has been revealed to me.” Say, “Can a blind person (a

Kaafir) be equal to the one who sees (to a Mu'min) ? (Never!) Do you not ponder (reflect about this

and realise that you ought to bringImaan into your hearts)?”

1. < .*
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51. Use it (the Qur’aan) to warn those who fear that they will be gathered before their

Rabb without any helper (support) or intercessor (mediator for the wrongdoers), so that they

may grow concerned (about their plight andforsake all sins).
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52. (When some respectable Mushrikeen told Rasulullaah that they will listen to him on condition that he removes

the poor Sahabah from his gathering, Allaah instructed Rasulullaah saying,) Do not drive away

those (poor Sahabah ) who call (worship) their Rabb morning and evening, seeking

His pleasure. You are not accountable (responsible) at all for them (for their inner condition), nor

are they (just as they are not) at all accountable (responsible) for you; (there is therefore no reason) that

(permits) you (to) drive them away and (and for you) become of the wrong-doers (by doing this).

(Since you have no knowledge of the inner conditions of their hearts, you have no reason to drive them out of your

gatherings.)

53. In this manner (as thesepeople do not wish to associate with those oflower social standing) We use some
(people) to test others so that they (the upper class) say, “Are these (lower classes) the ones whom
Allaah has blessed from among US (by guiding them to Islaam instead of us)?” Allaah knows well

who the grateful ones are (and Allaah shall guide then to the straightpath regardless of their social standing).

54. When those who believe in Our Aayaat come to you, then say to them, “Peace be

upon you. Your Rabb has made mercy (for you

)

compulsory upon Himself. The fact is

that whichever one of you sins out of ignorance (all sins are committed out of ignorance because no

person will sin if he really knows the punishment for the sin) and then repents and (makes) amends (for his

sin), (he should remember that) Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (Allaah will therefore forgive

him).”

55. In this manner (as We have clarifiedAayaat before) We clarify Aayaat so that the path (way) of

the criminals (sinners) may be made clear (andpeople may be able to stay awayfrom this misleading path).

mu
Si '

56. Say (to the Kuffaar), “l have been prohibited (by revelation, wisdom and nature) from

worshipping those (gods and idols) that you call upon (that you worship) besides Allaah.” Say,

“I do not follow your wishes (and will not worship what you want me to worship), for then I shall go

astray and will not be of the rightly guided ones.”
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57 . (0 Muhammad @s§ ) Say (to the Kuffaar), “Verily I am on a clear proof (Towheed) from my
Rabb, whereas you have rejected Him (by committing Shirk) . I do not have (control of) that

(punishment) which you seek to hasten. Decisions (to reward and to punish) rest only with

Allaah (and He will decide whether to and when to punish). He declares (describes) the truth and is the

best of all those who make decisions.”

58. Say, “If I had (control of) what (punishment) you seek to hasten, the matter would have

been decided between US (because I would have allowed the punishment to destroy you a long time ago to be

rid of your harassment). (However) Allaah knows best who the oppressors (unjust) are 'and He will

punish them wheneverHe decides) .

”

59 . With Him are the keys (the knowledge) of the unseen, about which none besides Him
has any knowledge (exclusive to Allaah). He knows what is on the land and within the

oceans. He is (even) Aware of every leaf falling from a tree. Every grain in the darkness

of the earth and every moist and dry thing is (recorded) in the clear Book (the Lowhul

Mahfoodh).

60. He is the One Who raises your souls (from your bodies) by night (when you sleep), knows
what you do by day and awakens you (after your sleep) to complete the fixed term (of your

life). Then (after you die) to Him is your return and He shall inform you of (hold you accountable)

what you used to do.
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61. He is Mighty (has control) over His bondsmen and sends guardians (angels) to you (some

to protect you from calamities and others to record all your deeds) until the time comes when death

overtakes any of you. Then Our messengers (the angels of death) extract his soul without

neglect (without neglecting their duty).
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62. Then they (the souls) are returned to Allaah, their True Master (when they will be judged).

Lo! Judgement is His (exclusively) and He is the fastest of those who take reckoning

(without any difficultly).

63. Say, “Who shall rescue you from the darkness of the land and sea when (overcome

with difficulty), humbly and secretly, you call (pray) to Him saying, 'Most surely if You save

us from this (difficulty), we will definitely be of the grateful ones (the Mu'mineen.)”

64. Say, “Allaah shall rescue you from it (from the difficulty you find yourself in) and from every

other difficulty, yet you ascribe partners to Him!”

65. Say, “He (Allaah) is Capable (all powerful) of sending to you a punishment from above

(such as a hurricane) or from beneath your feet (such as an earthquake)
,
or (He is also Capable of) mixing

you into various groups and then letting you taste each others brutality (when you fight

each other in war) .
” See how We explain the Aayaat so that they understand (the coming of the

punishment or the Quraan).

66. Your people deny this (Qur’aan) when it is the truth. Tell them, “I have not been put

in charge ofyou (toforce you to do as I say. Just as the choice is yours, so too are the consequences).”

67. There is a fixed time (set) for every event and you shall soon come to know (when the

time ofyourpunishment arrives. My duty is only to warn you).

68. When you see those who engross themselves (by mocking and finding fault) with Our

Aayaat (Our verses, laws, commands), then turn away from them until they engage in some
other talk. Should Shaytaan cause you to forget (to leave their company), then after

recalling (the command to leave them) , do not sit with the unjust people (this isaprinciple rule) .
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69. Those with Taqwa are not at all accountable for them (for those who mock and findfault with

the Aayaat ofAllaah/ , but (it is their duty ifthey have the ability) to advise (those who findingfault) SO that they

abstain (from their evil ways).

A
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70.

Leave those people alone who regard (what ought to be) their religion (Islaam) as a play

and sport (who make a mockery of it) and whom the worldly life has deceived. Use it (the

Qur'aan) to advise (people) SO that a soul is not detained (held back to suffer punishment) because

of its (evil) deeds. There shall neither be any helper nor intercessor for it (to save the soul

from punishment) besides Allaah. Should it (the soul) offer every payment (to save itself from

punishment in the Aakhirah) , it would not be accepted from it. These are the ones who have

been detained because of their actions. They shall have a drink of boiling water and

an unbearable punishment because they used to commit kufr.

71.

Say, “Leaving Allaah, should we call (pray) to that (gods and idols) which can neither

benefit US nor harm US and (should we) turn back on our heels (and become Mushrikeen again)

after Allaah had guided us (to Islaam)? Should we be like he whom Shaytaan had

deviated from the path in a forest, leaving him bewildered (confused and scared, unable to find

his way) when he has companions calling him to guidance (to the right path, saying), 'Come to

us!' ?” Say, “Verily only the guidance of Allaah is (true) guidance and we have been

commanded to surrender (ourselves) to the Rabb of the universe, . .

.

72.

...to establish salaah and to adopt Taqwa. He is the One to Whom you will be

gathered (for accountability on theDay ofQiyaamah) .

”
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73. He is truly the One Who created the heavens and the earth. (Do not forget) The day

when He shall say, “Be!” and it will be (the Day of Qiyaamah, after which He will command people to

rise from their graves and they will rise). His speech is the truth and kingdom (of everything) shall be

His on the day when the trumpet is blown. He is the Knower of the unseen and the

visible and He is the Wise, the Informed.

74. (Keep in mind the time) When Ibraheem told his father Aazar, “Do you take idols

(which you yourself make) as your gods? I see that you and your people are certainly in

manifest (clear) error.”

75. In this manner (as We showed Ibraheem the error of the ways of his people) We showed
Ibraheem SfeSSSE the kingdoms of the heavens and the earth so that (by witnessing Allaah's

power,) he could become of those convinced (about the Oneness and greatness ofAllaah and pass it on to

others) .

76. When the night covered him, he saw a star. He said (to those who worshipped the stars),

“Can this be my Rabb?” But when it set (disappeared) he said, “I do not like things that

set (because a Rabb cannot be absent when one needsHim) .

”

77. When he saw the moon shining, he said, “Can this be my Rabb?” But when it set,

he said (to the people), “If my Rabb does not guide me I shall surely become of those who
have gone astray.” (By saying this, he indicated to thepeople that they wereastray andinneedofguidance.)

78. When he saw the sun shining he said, “Can this (then) be my Rabb? This is the

greater (than the stars and the rnoon)\” But when it set he said, “O my people, indeed I am
innocent of the things that you ascribe (as partners toAllaah).”

z
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79. “Verily, I have turned my face (my devotion and worship) to only that Being Who created

the heavens and the earth, as a Haneef (one who does not incline towards any deviation but inclines to

the straight way, which is thepath Allaah sanctions) and I am not from the Mushrikeen.”

80. His people debated with him. He said, “Do you debate with me concerning (the

Oneness of) Allaah, when He has guided me (to the truth)? I do not fear what (idols) you

ascribe as partner to Him, (because they can do me no harm) unless my Rabb wills something

(to harm me, for then it most certainly will) . The knowledge of my Rabb surrounds everything (He

knows everything). Will you not take heed (and havelmaan)?”

81. “How can I fear that which you associate as partners (to Allaah, which can neither do good

not harm) when you do not fear (the punishment that will afflict you because of the fact) that you ascribe

such partners to Allaah, regarding whom He has not revealed any permission

(authority) to you (to worship them)? So which of the two groups (you or we) are more worthy of

safety (from punishment) if you have knowledge? ”
(Ifyou have any knowledge, you would know that we are

safefrom Allaah'spunishment because ofour beliefs. You should therefore befollowing us.)

82. Those who have Imaan and do not mix their Imaan with wrong-doing (all types of

Shirk), only such people will have safety (from punishment and from worries) and only they are

rightly guided.

83. This is Our (strong) argument (to prove Towheed) that We gave to Ibraheem (to use)

against his nation. We raise the stages of whoever We wish (in respect of their knowledge and

wisdom). Verily your Rabb is the Wise, All Knowing.

ijlafeu 0?

84. We gifted him (Ibraheem ) with (a son) Is'haaq and (a grandson) Ya'qoob
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both of whom We guided. We guided Nooh before (Ibraheem ) and

from his progeny (we guided) Dawood Sulaymaan Ayyoob Yusuf

Moosa and Haroon In this manner (as \Ne rewarded the others) We
reward those who do good.

y

©

85. And (We also guided and rewarded) Zakariyya Yahya Isa and Ilyaas

all ofwhom were from the righteous (servants ofAllaah) .

86. And (We also guided and rewarded) Ismaa'eel 58&8S0S, Yasa Yunus and Loot

lc. Each of them We favoured above the (people of the) universe (by making them all

Ambiyaa).

87. And from their forefathers, progeny and brothers (were many whom We guided and favoured

by making them Ambiyaa as well) . We chose them and guided them to the straight path.

88. This (Deen of Islaam to which Allaah guided them) is Allaah's guidance by which He guides

whom He wills from His bondsmen. If (it is assumed that) they commit Shirk, then all their

actions will be destroyed (becauseShirkcannotbetolerated).

89. These (Ambiyaa) are the ones to whom We have granted the Book (the various divine

scriptures), wisdom and Prophethood. If the people of the present times reject this (what

was given to the Prophets), then (it will not harm us at all because) We shall entrust it to (other) people

who will not reject it.

90. These (Prophets) are the people whom Allaah has guided, so follow their guidance

(teachings). Say, “I do not ask you payment for it (for the Qur'aan. Ifyou reject it, the loss is yourown while

I have nothing to lose). It is but a reminder for the (people ofthe) universe.”
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91. They (the Jews) have not recognised (the power and worth of) Allaah as they should have

done when they said, “Allaah has not revealed anything to any human being.” Say (to

them), “Then who has revealed the Book that Moosa brought as a light and

guidance for people? You placed (compiled) it in various pages that you showed (toothers),

but much of it you hid away (from people). You were taught such things that neither you

nor your forefathers had knowledge of.” Say (to them), “Allaah (revealed all of this) !” and

then leave them to play their (foolish) games (after you havepreached the message to them, leave them to

do as they please because your duty has been done) .

92. This (Qur'aan) is the Book that We have revealed (to you, 0 Muhammad S® ), which is

most blessed, which confirms that (the scriptures) which was before it so that you may
warn the people of “The Mother of all Villages” (Makkah) and those around it (the rest of the

world). Those who are convinced of the Aakhirah believe in it (the Qur'aan) and are

particular about (performing) their salaah (regularly, for they anxiously await the life after death) .

93. Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies about Allaah and says,

“Revelation comes to me (Iam a Prophet ofAllaah),” when no revelation comes to him at all

(he is not a Prophet) ? And (who can be more unjust than) he (who) says, “I shall soon reveal the same
as that (Qur'aan) which Allaah has revealed.” If only you could see the unjust ones in

the pains (agonies and pangs) of death, with the angels (of death) stretching out their arms (to

receive their souls saying) , “Deliver (give) up your souls! Today you shall suffer a humiliating

punishment because you used to speak lies about Allaah (by ascribing partners to Him) and

because you were too arrogant (proud) to accept the Aayaat of Allaah.
”
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94. (The Kuffaar will be told on the Day of Qiyaamah) “Undoubtedly you have come to Us alone

(without your wealth and families) as We created you the first time (at birth) and you have left

behind your backs fin the world) what (bounties and luxuries) We had blessed you with. We do

not see (with you) your intercessors (your gods and idols) whom you claimed had a share in

you fin your worship). Indeed your relations (bond of friendship and idolisation) have been cut off

and what you claimed (that your idols will intercedeforyou) has been lost to you.”95.

Undoubtedly Allaah is the One Who splits the seed and the date stone (causing them

to sprout). He extracts (brings forth) the living from the dead (such as a chicken from an eggoraMu'min

from a Kaafir) and the dead from the living (such as an eggfrom a hen or a Kaafirfrom a Mu’min). This is

Allaah! So where are you wandering (going) astray?

96.

He causes the dawn to break, made the night a ftime of) rest and fixed orbits for the

sun and the moon (according to which they travel). This is the arrangement of The Mighty, The

Ail Knowing.

97.

It is He Who made the stars so that you may be guided by them (so that you are able to

find your route when you travel) in the darkness of the land and (especially in) the ocean. Indeed

We have explained the Aayaat (signs,) for the knowledgeable ones (so that they may recognise

Allaah).

98.

It is He Who created you from a single soul fAadam&W^ after which (He places you

in) a place where you will stay (for a longer period - Jannah or Jahannam) and a place where you

are kept in trust (for a shorter period - the world/the grave). Indeed We have clearly clarified the

Aayaat for people who have intelligence (who use their intelligence to ponder and think about Allaah's

Aayaat).

99. It is He (Allaah) Who sends rain (water) from the sky, then by it (by the rain) He extracts
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(from the ground) the sprout of everything (every plant), thereafter extracting greens (green stalks)

from this (sprout). Then from these (green stalks) We bring forth grains that are stacked one

On top of another (with every one of these grains having the ability to grow into a complete plant bearing many

more grains) . From the spadix (a small stalk with littleflowers enclosed in a leafy covering called a spathe) of the

date palm, We extract branches that hang low (heavy because they are laden with dates) and (We

also germinate) orchards of grapes, olives and pomegranates, some of which are alike (in

growth and looks), while others are not alike. Look at its fruit as it grows and ripens (as it

develops from something worthless into something valuable). Indeed there are Aayaat in this for the

people who have Imaan.

100. Yet (despite witnessing these signs ofAllaah's power and greatness) they regard the Jinn as partners

to Allaah whereas He had created them (How can creation be worshipped instead of the Creator?).

And (in addition to this) they invent sons and daughters for Him without knowledge (out of

ignorance). He is Pure from these things and Exalted above (for superior to) what they

ascribe.

101. He created (from nothing) the heavens and the earth (without an existing model). How can

He have children when He has no wife? He created everything and has knowledge of

everything.

102. This Allaah is your Rabb! There is no Ilaah but Him, the Creator of all things, so

worship Him (forHeAlone is worthy of worship). He is Watchful (guardian) over all things.

103. Visions (ofpeople in this world) cannot grasp Him, but He can grasp (isAware of) all (that the

)

visions (of people see). He is the (Knower of all that is) Most Subtle (and can therefore not be seen in this

world), the Informed.

104. The means (ways) of insight (with which man can understand Allaah's power) have undoubtedly

arrived from your Rabb. Whoever will (use them to) see (the truth, to recognise Allaah and to bring

Imaan), it shall be for himself (for his own benefit) and whoever (has a heart that) is blind, it shall

only be to his detriment (loss). I (Rasulullaah '&’Si

)

am not a watcher (guard) over you.
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105. In this manner (as We have explained everything else to you) We have explained the Aayaat

(from all angles) SO that (amazed by the detail) they (theKuffaar) say, “You (must) have studied (learnt it

from someone else)," and (We have clarified everything to you) SO that We may make it clear to those

who have knowledge (those who have understanding).

106. (Regardless of what others say,/ Follow the revelation that your Rabb has sent to you.

(Remain steadfast on the most important belief of this revelation which is the fact that) There is no Ilaah but

Him. And (when doing this,) ignore the Mushrikeen (because they will try to distract you from your

objectives and because of their rejecting attitude) .

107. If Allaah had willed, they (the Mushrikeen) would not have ascribed partners (to

Allaah) . (However, their persistent Shirk should not grieve you, 0 Muhammad because) We have not made
you a watcher (guard) over them and you are not responsible for them (your only responsibility

is to convey the message oflslaam to them

)

.

108. Do not insult (abuse, swear) those whom they (the Mushrikeen) worship instead of

Allaah, for then they shall insult (speak ill of) Allaah out of enmity and without

knowledge (without realising the consequences of their actions) . In this manner (as We have made the gods of

these people seem great to them) We have beautified (decorated) the actions of every nation for

them (because of which they continue doing what they do). Then (after death) they shall return to their

Rabb and He will inform them of what they used to do (and either reward orpunish them).

1 09. They (the Kuffaar ofMakkah) swear earnest oaths by Allaah that if an Aayah (a miracle that

they desire, like turning Mount Safa into gold) comes to them from Allaah, they will definitely

accept Imaan. Say, “Aayaat (miracles) are only with Allaah (aNabi can only display a miracle when

Allaah wills) .

” How do you know (O Rasulullaah ®sf, how can you be sure) if they will accept Imaan

when an Aayah (miracle

)

comes to them? (Only Allaah knows whether they will accept Islaam by witnessing

a miracle. It is therefore only He Who can decide whether they should be shown a miracle or not.)
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110. We shall overturn their hearts (so that they do no accept the truth) and their eyes (so that they

do not see the truth) just as they did not have Imaan the first time (because they did not believe the first

time) and (We shall) leave them wandering blind (astray) in their stubbornness (in their

arrogance).

111. Undoubtedly if We send the angels down to them (the Mushrikeen) or if the dead

speak to them (as they requested) or if We gather everything (including Jannah and Jahannam)

before them (to see for themselves), they are unlikely to accept Imaan (despite all these miracles)

except if Allaah wills (they will become Mu'mineen only if Allaah wills). However, most of them
behave ignorantly (by demanding to see miracles, knowing well that they have no interest in accepting Imaan but

are only offering dishonest excuses) .

112. In a like manner (just as these people are your enemies, 0 Muhammad ) We have appointed

for every Nabi enemies (forces ofevil) who are Shayaateen from among humans and Jinn.

Some of them (the Jinn Shayaateen) whisper to others (to the human Shayaateen) things that seem
good but (are intended to) deceive. If your Rabb wills, they will not do SO (However, Allaah allows

this to take place for good reason) . So leave them (to theirfalsehood) and whatever they dream up (do

not concern yourself with them because Allaah will deal with them as and when He wills).

113. (They whisper to each other) So that the hearts of those who disbelieve in the Aakhirah

are inclined to it (to what they say), so that they grow fond of it (inclined to glib talk) and so that

they may engage in (continue doing) those (evil) things (like following deceiving speech and worldly lusts)

that they do (to causefurther harm to the Prophets, theirfollowers and their religion) .

114 . (0 Muhammad say to theAhlul Kitaab, why) Should I seek another judge besides Allaah

(to judge between myself and yourselves) when He has revealed the Book (the Qur'aan) to you in
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detail (distinctly making it clear to you that I am His Nabi because no man can ever compile such a masterpiece) ?

Those to whom We have given the Book (the Jews and the Christians) know that it (the Qur'aan) is

revealed with the truth from their Rabb, so do not ever become of the doubtful ones.

115. The words of your Rabb (detailing laws and other matters) have been completed (perfected)

in truth and justice (the truth is guarded) . There is none to alter His words and He is the All

Hearing, the All Knowing.

®0j*Zr>
t>

116. If you follow the majority on earth (the Kuffaar) they will deviate you (mislead) from

Allaah's path (from Islaam). All they follow are their guesses (their own ideas and concepts) and

lies (their beliefs have no substance) .

117. Undoubtedly your Rabb knows best who has strayed from His path and He
knows best who are the rightly guided ones (He is therefore best able tojudge between people) .

118. Eat from (the meat of) that (animal) on which the name of Allaah was taken (when it was

slaughtered) if you (truly) believe in His Aayaat (order and command) .

119. What is the matter with you that you do not eat from that (meat) on which Allaah's

name was taken (when the animal was slaughtered) when He has explained to you (in many verses

such as verse 145 of this Surah) what is forbidden (for you to eat) ; (these things are Haraam) except for

that (situation in) which you are forced to eat (them to avoid starving to death). There are certainly

many who, because of their (carnal) desires, lead others astray without knowledge

(without any reliable assurance to rely on). (However, they will not be able to escape without punishment because)

Undoubtedly your Rabb knows best those who over step the limits (just as He know who the

wrong-doers are) .
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120. Give up open (exposed) and secret (hidden) sins. Certainly those who commit a sin

will soon receive (in theAakhirah) the punishment for what they do.

121. Do not eat from (the meat of) that (animal) on which Allaah's name was not taken (when

it was slaughtered). This (eatingsuch meat) is undoubtedly a sin. Without doubt, the Shayaateen

whisper evil into the hearts of their friends (theKuffaar) so that they dispute with you. If

you follow them, you shall certainly be among the (associates ofthe) Mushrikeen.

122. Is he who was dead (as a Kaafir), then We granted to him life (guided him to Islaam) and

gave him a light (Imaan) by which he may walk among people (not) better than someone

(a Kaafir) like him who is in a multitude of darkness (kufr and sin) from which he will not

come out (who will die as a Kaafir) ? In this manner (as We have beautified Imaan for the Mu'mineen) We
have beautified (decorated) for the Kaafiroon (those captivated by satanic seduction) the actions that

they do.

123. Thus (just as We have made the sinners, the prominent people ofMakkah and the ringleaders, not too have)

We made the prominent ones in every town the sinners so that they may plot there (to

stop othersfrom accepting Imaan and to involve them in sin). They plot against only themselves (because

they will bepunishedfor it) but they do notrealise (understand) this.

124. When an Aayah (sign, verse, miracle) comes to them (to prove that Rasulullaah iiS is Allaah's true

Prophet) they (the Kuffaar) say, “We will not accept Imaan until we are given what was

given to the Rusul of Allaah (unless revelation comes directly to us or we are given a complete scripture)
!”

Allaah knows best where He wishes to place His message (Allaah knows who qualifies to be His

Rasool and where to send him). Soon disgrace (humiliation) and a frightful (severe) punishment

shall strike the sinful ones because of their plotting (their evilplans and cunning devices).
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125. Whoever Allaah wishes to guide, He expands(opensj his bosom (kept) for Isiaam (fay

placing the light oflmaan into it). (On the other hand,) Whoever He desires (wills) to send astray, He
narrows (by means ofevil) and constricts his bosom (by means ofsuch sinful ideas so that it cannot accept

lmaan) as if he is (a person who is) climbing into the sky (having great difficulty breathing because of a lack

of oxygen). In this manner (as such a person experienced great difficulty) Allaah places impurity

(punishment, His curse or Shayaateen) On those who do not have lmaan.

^1U) X
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126. This (path of Muhammad (SSS ) is the straight path of your Rabb (submission to Allaah and

rejected false interpretation) . We have certainly clarified the Aayaat for those who will pay

attention to the advice (those who observe theAayaat).

•o»
127. Theirs shall be an abode of peace by their Rabb (in Jannah) and He is their

Protecting (helping) Friend because of the (good) works that they carried out (in the world).

128. (Do not forget) The day when We shall gather them all (all men and Jinn and then say), “O
assembly of Jinn! You certainly took a large group of humans (as yourfollowers fay misleading

them).” Then their human friends will say, “O our Rabb, we derived benefit from each

other and (ultimately) we reached the fixed term (death and Qiyaamah) that You had fixed for

us.” He (Allaah) shall (tell the angels to) say, “Your abode will be the Fire, where you (the

polytheists) shall live forever, except those whom Allaah wills (that they should leave Jahannam

after a while because of their lmaan. Such people will eventually enter Jannah). Certainly your Rabb is The

Wise, The All Knowing.”

129. In a like manner (as We have made some humans the friends ofsome evil Jinn) We make some of

^0
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the oppressors companions of others because of the (evil) deeds that they perpetrate

(sinners committing the same sin will suffer the same punishment in theAakhirah) .

130. (Allaah will ask on the Day of Qiyaamah,) “O assembly of Jinn and mankind! Have Rusul

from among you not come to you relating My Aayaat to you and warning you about

the meeting of this day?” They will say, “We testify against ourselves (the Rusul had

certainly come to us, but we rejected their message) !” The life (comfort and luxuries) of the world had

fooled them (to forget about the Aakhirah) and (after first denying that they committed kufr in the world) they

(will eventually have to) testify against themselves (on the Day of Qiyaamah) that they certainly

were Kaafiroon.

131. This (.system of sending Ambiyaa to every nation to explain Towheed) is because your Rabb does

not unjustly destroy towns while their inhabitants are unaware (ofthe message of their Rabb).

(Allaah ensures thatpeople are first warned about the consequences of rejectingImaan before beingpunished)

132. For each (person) there are ranks (degrees of reward and punishment which they will attain) by

virtue of their actions. Your Rabb is not unaware of what they do (and will place every person

on the ranks/he most deserves) .

by? s S s at9 ? u>

133. Your Rabb is Independent (ofHis creation when you disobey HIM and yet is the). The Merciful.

If He wills He may remove you (if you refuse to obey the message of Imaan) and replace you with

whoever He pleases (so long as they are loyal and obedient) just as He had created you from the

progeny of another nation (and allowed you to replace them) .

134. Without a trace of doubt, what you have been promised (Qiyaamah and punishment for

sins) will certainly come to pass (will happen) and you cannot escape (the Divine seizure).
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135. Say, “O my people, continue practising as you are (in your place), indeed I am (also)

practising (as I have been doing all along). Soon you will come to know in whose favour (ours or

yours) shall be the ultimate result (destination) in the Home (of the Aakhirah). Undoubtedly,

wrong-doers (theKuffaar) will never be successful (and will be destroyed in theAakhirah).
”

136. A portion of their crops and animals that Allaah created, they (the Kuffaar ofMakkah)

set aside for Allaah saying, “This is for Allaah” (to be given to the poor because it was not of good

quality), according to their estimation (to their idea), “and this is for our partners” (dedicated

to their idols). So what becomes for their partners (the share of the idols that happens to fall in Allaah's

portion) does not reach Allaah (because they would immediately remove it) whereas what becomes
Allaah's (and happens tofall in the share of the idols) reaches their partners (they leave it in the share of their

idols without transferring itto Allaah's share) . Evil indeed is that which they decide (judge).

137. In this manner (as VJe have beautified this sinful distribution for them so) their partners have

beautified the murder of their children for many of the Mushrikeen (leading them to bury

their daughters alive or to sacrifice their sons in the name of idols) to destroy them and to Confuse (obscure)

their religion for them. If Allaah wills, they would not do so (butHe allows them to continue for

wise reasons best known toAllaah). So leave them to their devices.

138. They (the Mushrikeen of Makkah) say of their assumption (without any proof for it from Allaah),

“These are livestock and crops that are prohibited. Only those people whom we
approve of may eat from it.” And (there are also those) livestock whose backs have been
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forbidden (by them when they declared that none may use these animals for riding or for carrying loads) and

those upon whom they do not take Allaah's name (when slaughtering them); (all this they do) as a

slander against Allaah (because they say thatAllaah had commanded it). He will soon punish them

(in theAakhirah) for what (lies) they fabricate.

139. (In addition to all of this) They (the Mushrikeen also) say, “Whatever is within the bellies of

these animals are reserved strictly for our males and forbidden to our wives. If it (the

unborn animal) is stillborn, then (only) they (males and females) are partners (in sharing it).” He
(Allaah) shall soon punish them for what they speak. Undoubtedly He is The Wise, The

All Knowing.

140. Those people are losers (in both worlds) who foolishly murder their children without

knowledge (understanding) and who forbid (make Haraam) what Allaah has provided for

them, inventing lies about Allaah (by saying thatAllaah had commanded them to do this). They have

surely gone astray and are not rightly guided.

141. He (Allaah) is the One Who created orchards (gardens) that are trellised (having trees or

uines that are support), those that are not trellised (having trees that can stand by themselves), date

palms, plantations of various foods and (He also created) olives and pomegranates that

are similar and different (in taste, texture, growth, colour, etc). Eat from its fruit when it grows

and give its due (Zakaah on produce, called Ushr) on the day of harvesting. Do not waste (do mot

be extravagant), for verily Allaah does not like those who waste.
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142. From the livestock are those (animals fit) for loading (because of their size) and those for

lying on the ground (those that cannot carry loads and are better used for food) . Eat from U/hat Allaah

has provided for you and do not follow the footsteps of Shaytaan (by makingfoods Halaal and

Haraam according to your desires). Indeed he is your open enemy (Do not allow him to deceive you into

eating what is unclean and unlawful).

143. (Allaah has created) Eight couples (from among the livestock). Two (male and female) are from

sheep and two from goats. Say (to those Mushrikeen who prohibit the eating or riding of male animals

sometimes and females at other times, saying that Allaah had commanded it), “Has Allaah forbidden both

males (male sheep and male goat) or both females (female sheep and female goat), or that which is

contained in the bellies of both females (which could either be male orfemale)?" Inform me with

proof if you are indeed truthful. (This verse asks the Mushrikeen that if being male makes an animal

forbidden, why are all males notforbidden? On the other hand, if beingfemale makes an animal forbidden, why are all

females not forbidden? Otherwise, if being unborn makes an animal forbidden, then both male and female ought to be

forbidden. There is therefore no grounds for man to make animals forbidden. How can the Mushrikeen then declare

things to be Halaal orHaraam? OnlyAllaah has the right to declare anythingHalaal orHaraam.)

144. (Allaah has also created) Two (a male andfemale) from camels and two from camels. Say (to

the Mushrikeen), “Has Allaah forbidden both males (from cattle andfrom camels) or both females,

or the child that is contained in the bellies of both females? Were you present when
Allaah commanded you to do this (to declare certain animals forbidden) ?” Who can be more

unjust than he who invents (forges) a lie about Allaah (by saying that Allaah commanded this) to

lead people astray without any knowledge. Verily Allaah does not guide unjust

(wrongdoing) people.

145. Say (O Muhammad ), “In the revelation that has come to me, I do not find

anything forbidden (Haraam) to be eaten by one who wishes to eat it except Mayta (dead
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animal), flowing blood, the flesh of swine which is an impurity indeed, or (Ifindforbidden)

the sin of (eating from) that animal sacrificed in the name of another besides Allaah.

(Besides these mentioned here, there are otherfoods that are also Haraam to eat.) As for him who is driven by

necessity (to eat theseforbidden foods forfear of losing his life), then (ifhe eats them) neither rebelliously

(without taking enjoyment and without eating unnecessarily) , nor transgressing the limits (without eating

more than is necessary to keep him alive), then verily your Rabb is Most Forgiving, Most

Merciful.”

146. We forbade every clawed undivided animal (animals with feet) for the Jews (to eat).

From among cattle and goats, We forbade for them the fat of the two, excluding what

(fat) is carried by the back, the entrails and what is attached to the bones. This was the

punishment We gave them for their rebellion (their insolence and arrogance). We are

undoubtedly truthful (in the information We give and in thepromises We make).

147. So if they reject you (0 Muhammad®1? and speak lies about the message you gave them), then tell

them that your Rabb is the possessor of all-embracing mercy (His punishment will therefore

not strike immediately and He is always prepared to forgive) and (if you choose not to accept Imaan, then remember

that) His punishment will not be turned away from the sinful people.

148. Soon those who commit Shirk will say, “If Allaah willed, neither we nor our

forefathers would have committed Shirk, and we would not have forbidden anything

(any animal).” In the Same manner fas they argue now), those before them had rejected (Imaan)

until they tasted Our punishment. Say, “Have you any knowledge (to prove that Allaah is

pleased with your Shirk) that you may produce for us? You follow only guesses and all you do

is lie.”

149. Say, “Only Allaah has the (perfect and final) argument that reaches (people and can

convince them) and if He wills He will guide you all.” (Truth and offalsehood have been laid out before

mankind to choose either.)
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150. Say, “Bring your witnesses who will testify that indeed Allaah forbade these

(animals that you have forbidden).
”

If they (shamelessly) testify, then you do not testify with them
(because their testimony is false). Do not follow the wishes of those who reject Our Aayaat

(order), those who do not believe in the Aakhirah and who associate (others) as equals

with their Rabb.

i&tj I

151. Say, “Draw closer, I shall recite to you the things that your Rabb has forbidden

for you. (These are) That you do not ascribe any partner to Him and that you be kind to

your parents. (Allaah has also commanded) That you do not kill (abort) your children for fear of

poverty (fearing that you will become poor by providingfor them) . We provide for you and for them as

well (even though you may be poor). And (Allaah commands) that you do not draw near to immoral

(indecent) acts that may be open and secret (such as secretly looking at or meeting with a member of the

opposite sex or the free intermingling of sexes). And (Allaah commands further) that you do not murder a

soul which Allaah has forbidden except with a right (thatpermits you to kill him. Those who may be

lawfully executed are married adulterers, murderers and male Murtaddeen). These are the things which

Allaah has (emphatically) commanded you so that you may understand (obey).

152. And approach (use or invest) the wealth of the orphan (who is in your care) only in a

favourable (fair or profitable) manner until he reaches maturity. And (in addition to all these commands)

give full measure and weight in fairness (when you trade with people). We do not place on a soul

a responsibility unless it is within its capability (all these commands are therefore within the capability of

every person). Adopt justice when you speak (passjudgement) even though it be your relative (for

whom or against whom you judge) and fulfil the pledge of Allaah (to worship Him Alone). These are the

things which Allaah has (solemnly) commanded you so that you may take heed (receive advice).
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153. And (tell them
,
0 Muhammad ) “This (obeying all these commands) is indeed my straight

path, so follow it. Do not follow other paths, for they will deviate you from Allaah's

path (from Islaam) . These are the things which Allaah has (solemnly) commanded so that

you may adopt Taqwa.
”
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154. Then (after mentioning these commands, We inform you further that) We gave Moosa the

Book (Torah) as a completion (of Allaah's favour) to those who did good (acts). It (the Torah)

contained the details of everything (they needed to know about their religion) and was a guidance

and a mercy so that they (theBanilsraa'eel) became convinced of meeting their Rabb.
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155. This Book (the Qur’aan) that We have revealed is blessed (its brilliance is self-evident), so

follow it (constantly) and adopt Taqwa so that mercy may be shown to you.

156. And (We have revealed the Qur'aan) so that you do not say, “A Book was revealed only to

the two groups before us (the Jews and Christians) and we were unaware of their studies.”

157. Or (The Qur’aan was revealed) so that you do not say, “If a Book was revealed to us, we
would have been more rightly guided than them (than the Jews and Christians).” Indeed a

proof (argument), guidance and mercy has reached you from your Rabb (complete Deen has

come to you) ! Who is more unjust than he who rejects Allaah's Aayaat and prevents

(others) from (accepting) them? Soon We shall severely punish those who prevent (others)

from Our Aayaat because of their prevention (act of turning away) .
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158. They (theKuffaarseemto) wait only for the angels (ofdeath) to come to them (to remove their

souls) or for (the punishment of) your Rabb to come or for some of your Rabb's signs (of

Qiyaamah) to appear. (They seem to be waitingfor these to happen before they accept Imaan. However, they fail to

realise that) The day when one of your Rabb's (major) signs (ofQiyaamah) will appear (that is when

the sun will rise in the West), Then Imaan of a person will not benefit him (will not be accepted) if he

did not have Imaan previously (before this sign) or if he did not do any good (ad) in his

Imaan (but only evil. This means that ifaperson did have Imaan but committed only evil acts, his repentance will not be

accepted once the sun risesfrom the West). Say, “Keep waiting (for these events to take place) ! We are also

waiting.”

159. Indeed you (0 MuhammadiS ) have nothing to do with those (Jews and Christians) who
caused divisions (sects) in their religion (by accepting parts of it and rejecting parts) and have split

into groups (denominations. Therefore, do not worry too much about them). Their matter rests with

Allaah. Thereafter (in theAakhirah) He will inform them of what (evil) they used to do (and

punish them accordingly).

1 60. Whoever brings a good act (carries out an accepted act) will receive ten times as much (in

reward, and even more). (On the other hand,) Whoever carries out a sin will be punished only as

much (as the extent of the sin) and will not be oppressed (thepunishmentfor any sin will not be multiplied).

161. Say, “Certainly my Rabb has guided me to the straight path (way). This (Deen of

Islaam) is the secure Deen that is the Deen of Ibraheem which is Haneef (not

inclined towards any deviation but is inclined to the straight way, which is the path Allaah sanctions with zeal and force).

He (Ibraheem ) was never from the Mushrikeen.
”

162. Say, “Truly my salaah, all my acts of worship, my life and my death are for

Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.”
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163. (Also say, 0 Muhammad ) “He (Allaah) has no partner. With this (Towheed) have I been

commanded (to uphold) and I am the first of the Muslims.” (Rasulullaah@& was the first Muslim,

will be the first to rise from the grave on the Day of Qiyaamah, the first to cross the Bridge ofSiraat and the first to enter

Jannah.)

164. Say, “Should I seek a Rabb besides Allaah when He is the Rabb (the only one worthy

of worship) of everything?” Whatever (sin) a soul earns shall be to its detriment and none

will bear the burden (the sins) of another. Then (eventually) you shall return to your Rabb
and He will inform you of the things concerning which you differed (argued).

165. He is the One Who placed you as successors (of each other, to implement Allaah’s laws) on

earth and elevated (raised) some of you above others in ranks to test you (by your talents,

morals, qualities, wealth) in what He has given you (so that it may be clear who are the obedient ones, and who

the disobedient ones). Verily your Rabb is Swift in punishing (the disobedient) and indeed He is

the Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (towards the obedient).
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